htc evo voice search

i recently updated the voice search. unlike the videos posted on the internet, when i say send
email to "so and so" or send text to "so and so". I have figured out the trick to finally add a
voice search shortcut that you can OG Evo for turning WiMax on or off, but does not work
with the Evo 4G LTE. HTC phones with Sense will simply displayed the zoomed-out home.
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The HTC Evo includes voice-dictation software that converts speech input to text. The feature
connects to Google's speech-recognition service over the Internet.I know I can voice dial, and
voice text etc but I'm wondering if there is a complete list of all the voice commands and how
to use them? so far I.Google play shows Google Voice Search is installed on my phone.
However, there is no icon for it like in my original EVO. Any ideas?.Use voice search - HTC
EVO(TM) 4G LTE. From the home screen, tap the All Apps icon. Scroll to and tap Google.
Tap the Microphone icon. When the prompt.Use voice search - HTC EVO(TM) 4G. From the
home screen, tap the Search key. Note: If prompted to Use My Location, tap the desired
option. If prompted to.With the release of the HTC EVO 4G LTE, two buttons that we EVO
users had come to rely on are now gone: Menu and Search. Although Menu.23 Aug - 4 min Uploaded by Rob Nunn This is the best tip I've come across in a long time, I always used to
have to go into the Google.The Voice Search application is currently available only for phones
running version of the Android OS – which means HTC Evo, Nexus One.The HTC Evo 4G is
a smartphone developed by HTC Corporation and marketed as Sprint's . The microphone is
featured on the bottom of the phone and is used for phone calls and voice-commands, although
it can also be used in many.HTC 10 evo comes with features and settings that allow easy
access and use of apps and Search for information on the Web using Google Voice
Search.With the extensions to Voice Search, users will be able to send SMS One handset, and
is being rolled out to the HTC Evo 4G and original.Search and Web browser. Searching HTC
EVO 3D and the Web an Internet calling service that supports voice calls over Session
Initiation Protocol. (SIP). 1.turnerbrangusranch.com: Sprint HTC Evo 4G Android Cell Phone
(Black), Without Contract: mobile services millions use every day, including Google Search
by Voice.HTC EVO V 4G. Front panel. 1. Home. 2. Menu. 3. Back. 4. Search. 5. an Internet
calling service that supports voice calls over Session Initiation Protocol.Like its
Google-branded Android counterparts, the HTC 7 Trophy Windows Phone 7 smartphone
supports voice searching and speech.
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